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BMUG PDF enewsletter 
September 07
September12 meeting — Steve Cooper discusses OS X

a troubleshooter’s perspective

Many members have sought Steve’s assistance professionally, many have enjoyed 
his presentations at BMUG, many value the ease with which he informally troub-
shoots their difficulties. 

Well Steve is back again for our next meeting, and this time he will be giving 
us a fantastic session on maintaining and  organising our computers. He will 
particularly focus on understanding the OS X User folder.
 
August 8 meeting — Mac Beginners Workshop

This was, we hope, a very positive session. From beginning to end, there was 
hum of activity at the various group tables, and many issues were quickly and 
easily covered. We were delighted to see how many members were able to share 
their knowledge and answer questions, and to see how many had taken up 
previous suggestions, such as to set up really serious backup systems.

If you have any other suggestions to improve our workshops, drop us a line. We 
Intend to hold one every two or three months. 

Go to contents & news of changes in the way we offer 

troubleshooting assistance to members ...

Computer won’t start up?
Here’s something that may save you a needless drive to the computer 
repair shop. It doesn’t happen very often, but if you have a power failure 
while you are using your computer you may find that you are unable to 
turn it on again at it’s power switch after the electricity comes on again.

Try this... remove the electricity cord from the computer or the power point 
for 30 seconds then plug in again and try switching on. It may well work 
this time. What happens is that the computer power supply resets when 
totally disconnected from the mains.
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BMUG Troubleshooting

As the club grows, the committee constantly works on ways to improve our 
services to members, and our main focus is always on extending skills and 
encouraging the the confidence of members to tackle hardware or software 
problems.

As an addition to our very helpful mentor program, we recently published the 
new BMUG Troubleshooting Guide which may be downloaded free from our 
website. Here is a summary of advice included in it:

• Try turning whatever it is, off and on. This often solves the problem.
• Restart the computer.
• Check out the Help file for the application.
• Read up on the issue:

—  in the relevant BMUG manual; 
—  in a software ‘How to do it’ book; 
—  in the manual that came with the product; or in 
—  a general manual like David Pogue’s excellent Mac OS X, the Missing 

Manual.

• Run a maintenance program, like Main Menu. 
• Consult a Mac Forum or Help site 
• Carry out a Google search, for example for ‘OS X printer won’t print’. 
• Contact your retailer. If they sold it, they are responsible for helping to make 

it work. Don’t allow them to be slack!
• Contact your ISP if you have an internet connection problem. Don’t be 

fobbed off with claims that they don’t support Macs. Increasingly, internet 
providers are training staff to be Mac-friendly.

If you have tried all of the above, we are 

very willing to help by answering 

member enquiries by phone or email. 

Our particular areas of expertise are 

listed on the Troubleshooting 

page of the BMUG website.

Download the Guide...

 
BMUG 

website

email 

BMUG

http://www.bellarinemac.org.au/troubleshooting.html
http://www.bellarinemac.org.au/troubleshooting.html
http://www.bellarinemac.org.au/welcome.html
http://www.bellarinemac.org.au/welcome.html
mailto:info@bellarinemac.org.au
mailto:info@bellarinemac.org.au
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Members WANTED

We are always looking for new members. How about bringing a friend along?

And now that BMUG has a number of member benefits to offer even if people 
are unable to actually attend meetings, we are getting more virtual members, 
who participate from remote locations. Do you have Macintosh friend who lives 
elsewhere, perhaps even interstate? Encourage them to join and take advantage of 
the membership benefits listed below...

Member benefits:

1— members get FREE website hosting!

2 — members get privileged access to AUSOM FirstClass

3 — ‘Getting started’ manuals 

4 — club library

5 — club MacPal program 

BMUG manuals!

As you know, we have recently sent every member a free PDF copy of our 
Absoulute Beginners Guide. From now on, all new members will receive a 
complimentary copy.

Our latest manual is now available — iPod with your Mac. This is about much 
more than listening to music at the gym, though there’s nothing wrong with that. 
You may be surprised how many functions an iPod can be used for.

And here is the editor’s rash promise, which no-one has yet managed to take 

advantage of...  Come on readers, we’d love to hear from you!

If any member can point out a major omission 

or error in a manual, we will not only correct it 

immediately , we will give you a revised  copy 

free!

And finally, could you please email with orders 

for manuals before the next meeting, so the 

Editor knows how many to print and bind.

check out 

BMUG 

Manuals

check out 

free web

hosting

http://www.bellarinemac.org.au/manuals.html
http://www.bellarinemac.org.au/manuals.html
http://www.bellarinemac.org.au/manuals.html
http://www.bellarinemac.org/
http://www.bellarinemac.org/
http://www.bellarinemac.org/
http://www.bellarinemac.org.au/manuals.html
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BMUG library & book reviews

There has been a lull in the flow of new books to the library, because the Mac 
world was waiting for new software. Now iLife 08 has been released, there will be 
host of new books coming out and we will soon be adding them.

The really big news, of course will be the release of the system software, perhaps 
in November. We are talking about ‘Leopard’, the long-awaited upgrade. With 
that will come even more new books!

Donate your unwanted books and magazines...

Bring them along to our meeting — they will be a fantastic resource for your 
friends at BMUG. It doesn’t matter if they are a bit old, they will still be 
appreciated.

New imacs have been released!

There has been a good deal of Mac news recently. The new iMacs are, as usual, 
faster and cheaper than before. They have also changed physically, as well. Now, 
the cases are much thinner, and are made of grey aluminium, like the professional 
laptops.

Now is a great time to buy a new machine, whether new or secondhand! 
Prices are so tempting, that we are going to see deals that would have been 
unimaginable, just a few years ago.

The other great Mac news is the release of iLife 08. This great package, which 
upgrades the whole suite of software, includes many upgrades, and our BMUG 
website, for example, has been rebuilt by Don Patrick to take advantage of the 
new features.

check out 

the Apple store

http://store.apple.com/133-622/WebObjects/australiastore?&cid=AOSAA0000041915
http://store.apple.com/133-622/WebObjects/australiastore?&cid=AOSAA0000041915
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Members’ marketplace — wanted or for sale...

We are always looking for good older iMacs...
Many of our members are running old machines that won’t run OS X. Imagine 
how frustrated they become when they are constantly hearing about stuff they 
just can’t do!

If you know someone with an unwanted older machine running OS X that is in 
good condition, ask them to email Steve and we will advertise it in this newsletter 
for just $5. 

Of course members’ adverts are free. 

email Steve with 

your advert

mailto:stevecraddock@bellarinemac.org.au
http://www.macassist.net.au/index.html
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BMUG MacPals program

We have decided to rename our helping program ‘MacPals’.

We thought mentors sounded condescending, as though an elite group had all 
the knowledge. We think the new title reflects the fact that most experienced Mac 
users have a group of pals who help. 

Hopefully, one of the most constructive functions of BMUG is to help you get to 
know your own group of friends who can be consulted when you need help.

Presently, the following members are participating in the MacPals program, and 
we are getting very positive feedback from them: 

Alan McGuire — assisted by Cliff Benson
Bruce Murray — David Dixon
Leonie & John Crook, getting on well with their new iMac, helped by Don Patrick 
Gwen Cox — Dick Brown 
Carol Wilson, mastering iPhoto and a new digital camera, helped by Steve 
Craddock
betty Bird is being helped by Margaret Boyle 
Ed Scouller — Dick Brown  
John Druce — Rick Schoff

Are you participating in  our MacPal program?
Please join in. We hope that within a few months of receiving help regularly, you 
will be ready to share your skills and knowledge with the next generation of 
new members. In time, we believe everyone in the club will have made several 
MacPals. Sometimes yours will ring or email you for help, and vice versa.

From our experience so far, may we suggest:

• if you are using a really old machine, particularly if you are not running 
System OS X, we can do little to help you, so consider upgrading. Already 
several members have made this move, and they are invariably delighted 
with the new opportunities that are available to them.

• Invest in some handbooks. We highly recommend David Pogue’s Mac OS X, 

the Missing Manual and our own BMUG Absolute Beginners manual. 

To participate, either as a MacPal or as a beginner, sign up at the next meeting, 

or phone Steve on 5254 2576. 

And if you are a virtual member, we can always offer assistance by phone or 

email.

email Steve 

about the 

Macpal program

mailto:stevecraddock@bellarinemac.org.au
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This month’s TOP TIP

“Do you have a full backup? Do you mind if I reformat the hard drive?”

That’s not the question most people want to hear, but it’s the standard question, 
and I wasn’t surprised when Andrew at Computers Now service asked it.

“Yes, I said, of course I have, you know I’m with BMUG. How can we advocate 
serious backup systems to our members, if we don’t do them ourselves!”

And so three weeks of frustration began, both for Andrew and for me. My iMac 
had locked up part-way though a sytem re-install, that was in turn required 
because the installation of iLife 08 failed. Thank goodness the frustration didn’t 
turn to despair, as I had two complete backups of the entire computer, including 
applications.

While the technician tried again and again to get out of the loop, to diagnose and 
correct the faults, to get the machine back into equilibrium, I gradually adjusted to 
the idea that this process might take weeks, rather than days. And so, eventually, 
Andrew cloned my backup onto the ‘repaired’ computer.

But you don’t want to hear about my troubles, still less about the fact that this 
saga ran on for another week! 

Back to the subject of backup. Backups always mattered, because hard drives can 
fail, and if they do, the data will probably be unrecoverable. Today, they matter 
even more, because we take digital photos. As soon as we load them onto the 
computer, we delete them from the camera memory card. So what happens now, 
if you don’t have a backup?

After your very first set of holiday snaps have been imported, your first letter 
has been saved, you must backup, and I don’t mean occasionally, like on your 
birthday once a year, I mean daily!  

An old business friend of mine, Rob Kloester, found out more about backup than 
he wanted to know, recently, when Designwyse, one of the oldest and best Apple 
retailers in Melbourne, burnt down. He had multiple sets of duplicate data, but he 
still learned that his backup could have been better.

I’m not going to retell the story, you can read it all on his website. This is what his 
array of hard drives looked like...

Finally, if you use a computer and 
don’t backup, you’re a BLOODY 
IDIOT!

If you don’t know how to go about 
it, buy the BMUG backup manual 
and get started now. If your data 
is not worth $5 and the cost of an 
external hard drive to you, I’d be 
gobsmacked!

Steve Craddock

Visit the 

Designwyse 

site...

http://www.designwyse.com.au/
http://www.designwyse.com.au/
http://www.designwyse.com.au/
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Another TOP TIP — panoramas, the easy way

Most of us now own and use a digital camera and those lucky enough to have 
a computer know very well the advantages of being able to sort, edit, make 
slideshows, and generally manage our photo collections for our own and other 
peoples enjoyment. But apart from family shots and pictorial records of holidays, 
trips and events, just how many ordinary photographers explore any of the more 
daring and creative ways of enjoying this pass-time?

You have probably seen some of those magnificent wide panoramic pictures and 
posters of the Australian landscape on sale in the shops and perhaps you have 
wondered how they were done and what sort of camera was used in the process. 
Yes, of course, most of these were taken with professional of semi-professional 
gear, but did you know that you can emulate them with any reasonable quality 
camera and some intelligent software?

Ideally, you need a digital camera with an optical view finder, that is one you 
can put your eye up to, as distinct from trying to squint into a small screen held 
at arms length. (Any readers contemplating the purchase or up grade of their 
digital camera are strongly urged to seek out a camera with this facility - you will 
inevitably find it much easier to see exactly what you are taking a photo of and it 
will allow you to compose much better pictures).

Taking the photos
If you have a camera boasting a reasonable number of pixels, say 5 or 6 mega 
pixels or above, simply take some photos of scenery using the widest possible 
aperture setting, copy the images to your Mac and crop each scene into a 
panorama shape using iPhoto. The final wide picture should look just fine on 
your computer but the printed quality and size will have some limitations.

If you want to be a lot more adventurous, follow these easy guidelines...

Whilst this system works better if you use a tripod with a panning attachment, 
reasonably good results can be obtained in good light with a hand held camera.

Firstly, select the scene that you think will look good when captured as a 
panorama. Make sure, if possible that the light is as even as possible from one side 
of the area to the other. It is harder to get good results when taking pictures into 
the sun or where some parts are in bright sunshine and other parts are shaded, 
but don’t let this deter you from trying, remember digital pictures cost very little.

What you are about to do is take a number of overlapping photos and “stitch” 
them all together into just one photo using the computer when you get home.
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For best results switch you camera to manual operation if possible and line up 
one side or the other of the picture (we shall assume a left to right pan) in your 
viewfinder and take your first picture. Still looking at this first scene through your 
camera make a mental note of some sort of landmark towards the right hand 
side of the frame. Now carefully move your camera to the right until the selected 
landmark is over towards the left side of the viewfinder and take your next 
picture. Again, choose a landmark (tree or building etc,) on the right and again 
move the camera to the right and the landmark to the left. It is better to have too 
much overlap than too little.  Continue to do this until you reach the far side of 
the area you want in your panorama.

The trick is to try to keep your camera on an even horizontal plane as you move 
from picture to picture. You are not limited in the number of pictures you can 
make into a panorama but perhaps you should start with just 2 or 3 until you get 
the hang of it.

What to do next...

When you get home, copy your photos to the computer as usual. If you use iPhoto 
simply select the photos that are to comprise your panorama and drag them to 
the desktop. This will create duplicates which can later be trashed when your 
panorama is complete.

Now you will need some “stitching” software - if you have a Canon camera 
there’s a great free one called PhotoStitch included on the CD which came with 
your camera. There’s also a shareware one (untested by BMUG) called Calico 
Panorama available for $US39.00 from here http://www.versiontracker.com/
dyn/moreinfo/macosx/29100 or, if cost is not a problem go straight for the 
absolute ultimate and get Photoshop CS3, it does this job and all others absolutely 
brilliantly, but be prepare for a long learning curve.

Open you selected photos in the chosen application and in a very short time they 
will be magically joined together. You will need to do some cropping of the top 
and bottom of the produced panorama and attend to any any colour, sharpening 
etc. issues as you normally would. It’s great fun and it’s very rewarding, You are 
urged to give it a try.

Click the link on the left to go to an interesting website that will tell you more 
about this fascinating aspect of digital photography.

Don Patrick

Find out 

more about 

panoramas...

http://www.kenrockwell.com/canon/photostitch.htm
http://www.kenrockwell.com/canon/photostitch.htm
http://www.kenrockwell.com/canon/photostitch.htm
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Get to know the members of the BMUG Committee...

Ron Begg, President

Dick Brown, Vice-President

Steve Craddock, Secretary

David Dixon, Librarian

Don Patrick, Webmaster

Graeme May, Treasurer

& Margaret Boyles, Membership 

Secretary, who didn’t want 

to make the rest of us look 

even more old and ugly by 

comparison....

Cliff Benson, mentor


